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107 E 18th Ave  

N Kansas City, MO 64116 

816-585-3216 

garretts@chickennpickle.com 

July 20, 2023 

Ms. Briann Harms 

21618 St. Andrews Blvd 

Boca Raton, Florida 33486 

Dear Ms. Briann Harms, 

Chicken N Pickle is a family oriented pickleball entertainment complex that provides an 

atmosphere of comradery that fosters fun while making a community impact. Chicken N Pickle 

has the earnest desire to work with the Greater Boca Raton Beach and Park District in developing 

the six acres at the southeast corner of the 212-acre property formerly known as the Ocean 

Breeze Golf Course in Boca Raton, Florida. 

 

Chicken N Pickle currently has eight facilities open and seven more under construction (St. 

Louis, Las Vegas, two in Denver, Fishers, Allen, Houston). We have also signed LOI’s on six 

other stores.  All of Chicken N Pickle’s properties are profitable and provide an immediate 

impact to the local community through an array of charitable events and job opportunities, while 

providing a substantial increase in visitors to the surrounding areas. Chicken N Pickle’s 

partnership with Boca Raton will allow Chicken N Pickle to expand its reach while providing an 

economic boost to the District and area. Chicken N Pickle Founder Dave Johnson and Director 

of Real Estate Expansion Garrett Stutz have been assigned to complete and negotiate this deal. 

Garrett will be the contact for Chicken N Pickle. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Garrett Stutz 

Director of Real Estate and Expansion, Chicken N Pickle LLC 
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Firm Information, Experience and References 

Our Team 

David Johnson CPA – Founder and Chairman of Chicken N Pickle 

Mr. Johnson, age 67, is a 1978 graduate of the University of Missouri-Columbia. Upon 

graduation, Mr. Johnson joined the international accounting firm of Arthur Andersen where he 

was promoted to Tax Manager in 1982. At Arthur Andersen, Mr. Johnson specialized in 

structuring real estate transactions for clients and was on the National Real Estate Team. In 1988, 

Mr. Johnson left Arthur Andersen to pursue a career in the acquisition and management of 

commercial and multi-family real estate projects. Mr. Johnson is a licensed real estate broker and 

a certified public accountant in the State of Missouri. 

Mr. Johnson has served as a Trustee, President and Chief Executive Officer of Maxus Realty 

Trust since May 11, 2004. Maxus manages multiple residential and commercial properties, 

including approximately 12,500 apartment units and approximately 1,200,000 square feet of 

retail and commercial properties.  He has served as Chairman of Maxus since its inception in 

1988.   

David founded Chicken N Pickle in 2016 in North Kansas City and it was recently named 

Champions of Business and inducted into the Kansas City Business Journal Hall of Champions.   

Chicken N Pickle has 8 stores open and 5 more announced. 

David also won the Mr. K Award, awarded by the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce in 2022. 

David Johnson, is involved in numerous local organizations – including former Chairman of the 

Crime Commission, former Chairman of University of Missouri’s Trulaske Business School 

Dean's Advisory Board, and is currently on the board of Verimore Bank, KC Crime Commission, 

MU Dean’s Board and Kansas City Chamber of Commerce 

Garrett Stutz – Director of Real Estate Expansion 

Garrett Stutz has served as Senior Advisor of Logistics & Expansion at Chicken N Pickle since 

2021. In this role, Stutz utilizes his background in financial analysis to oversee the company’s 

expansion process, including market analysis, research, planning and the implementation. His 

primary responsibilities include creating strategic action plans focused on long-term goals and 

potential opportunities, securing incentives, performing competitive analysis to uncover 

untapped opportunities in the site selection process and evaluating site submittal packages 

including ingress/egress, parking, zoning, tenant mix, demographics, general geographic area 

and adjacent properties. 

Brad Clarke – Chief Executive Officer 

Brad has worked for 8 startups and has over 20 years of process management experience. Brad 

oversees a variety of technologies for Chicken N Pickle and has been developing a suite of 

custom tools to improve guest experience and store efficiency since joining in 2021. CEO Brad 

Clarke is a board member for the Chicken N Pickle Foundation, Kansas City Football & 

Cheerleading League and the Liberty Outlaws Football Club, a not for profit organization. He 
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has served as a volunteer youth sports coach for many years, and has been instrumental in the 

development and launch of eight unique start-ups in the Kansas City area. 

Kelli Alldredge – President 

Kelli is a corporate and community leader, celebrated among her peers for her love of civic and 

charitable efforts. Kelli is a former world class tennis player and Kansas City Chiefs cheerleader. 

Kelli has built charitable functions into a vital component of Chicken N Pickle. She also plays a 

role in building teams and driving operational efficiency across multiple areas within Chicken N 

Pickle since 2016. President Kelli Alldredge currently serves on the Board of Directors for Cristo 

Rey, Clay County Savings & Bank and Heart of KC. She’s the co-founder of Volley Llama and 

Jamie’s Wish and has recently served on both the Kinesiology Advisory Board and College of 

Health & Human Science Advisory Board for Kansas State University. 

Joe Palermo – Vice President of Operations 

Joe was appointed VP of Operations at Chicken N Pickle in 2022. He had previously served as 

the VP of Operations for Grub’s Burger bar for 18 years, and has held key management positions 

at Twin Peaks, Raising Cane’s Chicken, California Pizza Kitchen, and Texas Roadhouse. 

Tracey Meyer – Senior Director of Business Development 

Tracy has more than 25 years of experience in strategic company growth. She is known for 

having an excellent track record of understanding the needs of her clients and formulating 

solutions that hit the mark to build fans and drive company success. 

Alex Staab – Senior Director of Culinary 

Alex has over 15 years in high-end culinary establishments ranging from Kansas City to New 

York, as well as one of the top restaurants in Sardegna, Italy. Alex is involved in kitchen staffing 

and operations. 

Our Structure and Organization 

Chicken N Pickle LLC is majority owned by Dave Johnson founded in North Kansas City, 

Missouri in 2016. In the last seven years of owning and operating pickleball entertainment 

facilities, Chicken N Pickle has become known as the premier pickleball facility and social space 

for every walk of life. Chicken N Pickle has no plans to franchise or own a facility that has a 

membership base as we want to stay true to our word as an inclusive facility for all.  

Our Philosophy 

Chicken N Pickle’s philosophy is to provide an atmosphere that fosters fun, friendship, and 

community. We believe if we combine an authentic chef-driven scratch kitchen at a great value, a 

highly approachable space, a first-class clean facility, a service-oriented work and business 

culture, and proven business leaders focused on critical metrics we will become the premier 

destination for friends, families, and colleagues to gather. Chicken N Pickle is an advocate for 

living a healthy lifestyle, guests can count on locally sourced, nutritious food and a great variety 

of outdoor entertainment options. Chicken N Pickle will be a leader in supporting local charities 
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and civic causes. By inviting people to gather around our tables, courts, and outdoor yards we 

will create new and exciting ways to bring attention to their missions.  

Experience 

Chicken N Pickle has been successful in developing pickleball facilities since 2016. As the first 

mover in the pickleball “eatertainment” space, Chicken N Pickle took a massive risk that ended 

up paying off, allowing Chicken N Pickle to be the first mover and leader in the industry. Since 

Chicken N Pickle opened their first store in Kansas City, there have been eight facilities to 

follow and seven more under development. Chicken N Pickle now operates in Kansas, Missouri, 

Arizona, Texas, and Oklahoma. The upcoming Chicken N Pickle locations will consist of two 

stores in Colorado, two in Texas, a second Missouri location, Nevada and Indiana. Chicken N 

Pickle has a clear vision to have 20 locations opened by the end of 2025.  

Chicken N Pickle has selected Yaeger as our architect for this location. Yaeger has designed six 

existing and has seven locations in development. In the past Chicken N Pickle has used PKMR 

for mechanical and electrical, BHC for civil, and BSE as our structural engineers, and Key and 

Centric as our General Contractors.  

Awards and Recognition 

In 2020, 2021, and 2022, Chicken N Pickle was a finalist for the Top Ten Small Business of the 

Year from the Kansas City Chamber. 

In 2022, Chicken N Pickle received the Mr. K Award (the best small business) from the Kansas 

City Chamber. 

Named Best Chicken Sandwich by readers of The Pitch 

Runner up for best Kid Friendly Restaurant by readers of The Pitch 

Named Best Spot for Yard Games by readers of The Pitch 

Runner up for Best Restaurant for Kids by Kansas City Magazine, Ingrams Magazine 

Named Best Patio by Kansas City Magazine 

Runner up for Best Pet Patio by Kansas City Magazine 

1st Place "YOURSA" Best Sports Bar 

KC Champions of Business (3 Years in a Row, Inducting CNP into the "Hall of Fame in 2022") 

2021 - "YOURSA" Best New Restaurant in San Antonio 

Chicken N Pickle donates thousands of meals: https://www.kshb.com/news/local-news/we-see-

you/weseeyoukshb-chicken-n-pickle-donates-thousands-of-meals 

 

https://www.kshb.com/news/local-news/we-see-you/weseeyoukshb-chicken-n-pickle-donates-thousands-of-meals
https://www.kshb.com/news/local-news/we-see-you/weseeyoukshb-chicken-n-pickle-donates-thousands-of-meals
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Chicken N Pickle Boca Raton Florida at the District 

 
 

Chicken N Pickle Boca Raton will be 2.5 acres excluding parking and will require 5-6 acres 

including parking. Chicken N Pickle would also like to bring a national dog concept as shown in 

the northeast corner of the site plan. The dog concept shown on the site plan is planned to be a 

national brand and will be a great compliment to a dog friendly Chicken N Pickle. We are 

working with several national brands currently to locate next to the planned CNP here and in 

other locations. Chicken N Pickle will follow the guidance of the US Department of Homeland 

Security, the state of Florida, Emergency Management, Palm Beach County, and the City of 

Boca Raton to ensure the facility exceeds the minimum standards for hurricane resistance and 

code requirements of public buildings. 

The base facility will feature 3 outdoor covered courts and 6 indoor courts with air conditioning, 

all 6 indoor courts will have lounge and viewing areas. The facility will also feature an outdoor 

turfed area called “the yard”. The yard is a staple of Chicken N Pickle that has become known 

for socializing and yard games such as cornhole, life-size Jenga and Battleship. All of Chicken N 

Pickle’s outdoor areas are dog friendly and fully serviced by the restaurant staff. The first floor 

of the restaurant at Chicken N Pickle Boca Raton will be over 10,000 square feet and will consist 

of a fast-casual restaurant, a full-service bar, and 2 private meeting spaces for corporate outings 

and charitable events. The entire restaurant will have sliding doors that will provide an open-air 

setting when the weather permits. On top of the restaurant will be a 5,000 square foot half 

indoor, half outdoor rooftop bar and lounge area. The rooftop at Chicken N Pickle is the most 

rented space on the property as it sets up for a perfect view over the rest of the property. In the 

wintertime the rooftop is transformed into a classic ski lodge for a Christmas pop-up bar known 

as “Snowbound”. 
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Chicken N Pickle’s restaurant features healthy, locally sourced options at a fair price. Chicken N 

Pickle is known for their woodfired rotisserie chicken, but carries many sandwiches, barbeque 

and plenty of salad options on the menu. 

 

Chicken N Pickle will be open from 8AM-11PM Monday-Thursday. Friday and Saturday 

operations will be from 8AM-12AM. Sunday hours are 8AM-10AM at night. 

 

Chicken N Pickle expects to have $15,000,000+ in revenue based on past store performance. 

Chicken N Pickle will own, operate, and maintain the facility aligned with all other Chicken N 

Pickle facilities. Chicken N Pickle plans to operate the facility for 50 plus years. 

 

Chicken N Pickle will offer discounted rates or early court bookings for Boca Raton residents. 

 

 

Project Timeline, Funding, Revenue Share with the Boca Raton 

Beaches and Park and Ownership 
 

If Chicken N Pickle is awarded the opportunity to construct a facility in the district, it will be 

fully operational and open eleven months following the construction commencement date. 

Chicken N Pickle will operate and own the facility as it would any of the existing locations. We 

are proposing 50 plus years on a concessionary agreement.  

 

The facility is estimated to cost over $20,000,000, and Chicken N Pickle will pay all 

$20,000,000 with cash equity. Chicken N Pickle is in great financial health and recently 

performed a sale-leaseback of the first 6 locations at a sale price of $80,000,000. If Chicken N 

Pickle is awarded the opportunity at the District Chicken N Pickle will fully cooperate and share 

any financial information that is requested about our stores or CNP Holdings and proof of 

$20,000,000 of liquidity. Chicken N Pickle would want this information to be confidential. 

 

Options 

 

Concessionary Agreement Base Option:  

Chicken N Pickle enters a long-term Concessionary agreement. This option would allow 

Chicken N Pickle to construct the base project that consists of six indoor courts, three outdoor 

courts, the “yard”, a 10,000 square foot restaurant, and a 5,000 square foot half indoor half 

outdoor rooftop bar. Chicken N Pickle would provide the required parking to accommodate the 

600,000 projected visitors that will visit this proposed location annually. The total cost of the 

project would be about $20,000,000 funded with cash equity from CNP Holdings. 

 

Joint Venture Option:  

Chicken N Pickle would like to propose a Joint Venture with the Boca Raton Parks District and 

possibly others. This joint venture would allow Chicken N Pickle to develop the 14 outdoor 

courts shown on the site plan. These courts could be covered if requested. Chicken N Pickle 

would enter into a percentage rent agreement with the Boca Raton Parks District. Chicken N 
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Pickle recently did a very similar deal with the City of Estero. Estero helped fund additional 

courts and will get a percentage of the revenue. See press released attached. 

 

If Chicken N Pickle is awarded the opportunity to construct their facility in the District, Chicken 

N Pickle will be open to ideas and alternatives that Boca Parks and Recreation has for the future 

of their Development. 

 

Chicken N Pickle has already had great conversations with local pickleball tournaments about 

relocation to this proposed facility. We view this facility as a preeminent provider of year-round 

camps and clinics. We would love to have a hotel nearby. Chicken N Pickle has also had 

preliminary discussions with the Boca Raton Picklers of the National Pickleball League. 

 

Projected Five Year Financials 
 

 
 

If Chicken N Pickle is awarded the RFP, Chicken N Pickle will fully cooperate and share any 

detailed financials requested. 

Pickleball Programming and Marketing Plans 
 

Each Chicken N Pickle has at least 1 full-time pickleball instructor. This instructor, also known 

as a pickleballer, will host clinics, camps, and private lessons on a regular basis. The pickleballer 

will also set up and run a tournament for a corporate outing and charitable event if requested by 

the organization. Chicken N Pickle will also host regular morning open play on Tuesday and 

Thursday mornings, newbie nights, beginner clinics, and special tournaments. Court rental 

pricing has not yet been determined for the District, but if consistent with open locations court 

rentals will be $30 an hour during the week non-peak times and $40 an hour during peak times. 

All day weekend court rentals will be $45 dollars an hour. 
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Marketing plans will be consistent with all other operational stores and will be fully supported by 

Chicken N Pickles’ wonderful in-house marketing team. Chicken N Pickle will have tables and 

temporary courts at local events and youth sports tournaments.  

 

Development Team Members Contact Information  
 

Alex Stehl – Vice President of Construction and Development 

astehl@maxusprop.com   

(913)-292-4979 

 

Garrett Stutz – Director of Real Estate Expansion and Official Contact for the RFP 

garretts@chickennpickle.com 

(816)-585-3216 

 

Kellen Mumm – Director of Business Development 

kellen@chickennpickle.com  

(224) 280-6866 

 

Julie McQueeney – Project Development Manager 

jmcqueeny@chickennpickle.com  

(816) 848-8439 

 

Max Maday –Real Estate Development 

mmaday@chickennpickle.com   

(913)-375-6740 

 

Michael (Bird) Staab – Owners Rep and Const Manager 

bird@chickennpickle.com  

(816) 645-1021 

 

Past Projects 
 

mailto:astehl@maxusprop.com
mailto:garretts@chickennpickle.com
mailto:kellen@chickennpickle.com
mailto:jmcqueeny@chickennpickle.com
mailto:mmaday@chickennpickle.com
mailto:bird@chickennpickle.com
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Chicken N Pickle North Kansas City, Missouri 

 

North Kanas City, Missouri was Chicken N Pickle’s first location. Built and opened in 2016, this 

project was the first of its kind, introducing the world to pickleball ‘eatertainment” facilities. 

This facility was a massive success for Chicken N Pickle and the fuel to create the rapid 

expansion of Chicken N Pickle and other pickleball concepts. In the last twelve months this 

location has hosted over two thousand events and had four hundred thousand visits. The store sits 

on 1.45 acres including parking. The store is 38,000 square feet and contains 4 indoor and 4 

outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Nine Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $8,000,000 - $12,000,000 

Current Status of the Project: This store is operational and profitable with a rise in year-over-year 

revenue for the last seven years minus the pandemic when operations were limited. 

Chicken N Pickle Wichita 

 

Chicken N Pickle Wichita was the second location built, opening in 2019. This project is a great 

example of how Chicken N Pickle can perform in a mid-major market. Chicken N Pickle in 

Wichita is known as the go to entertainment and family gathering space. In the past twelve 
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months this location has hosted over three thousand events and has had over 500,000 visits. The 

store sits on 4 acres including parking. The store is 80,000 square feet and contains 6 indoor and 

4 outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Eleven Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $15,000,000 - $20,000,000 

Current Status of the Project: Open and Profitable 

Chicken N Pickle San Antonio 

 

Chicken N Pickle San Antonio was the third Chicken N Pickle store open and first in Texas when 

it opened in 2019. This was a big step for Chicken N Pickle as it led to rapid Texas expansion. In 

the last twelve months this location has hosted 2,800 events and has had over 600,000 visits. The 

store sits on 4.5 acres including parking. The store is 74,000 square feet and contains 6 indoor 

courts and 4 outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Eleven Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $20,000,000 - $25,000,000 

Current Status of the Project: The store is operational and profitable. Chicken N Pickle San 

Antonio is one of the better performing locations for Chicken N Pickle to date. 

Chicken N Pickle Oklahoma City 
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Chicken N Pickle Oklahoma City is the first and only store in Oklahoma after it opened in 2021. 

This store has been adopted by the community and provides a terrific amenity to its citizens. In 

the last twelve months this location has hosted over 2,500 events and has had over 450,000 

visits. The store sits on 3.3 acres including parking. The store is 74,000 square feet and contains 

6 indoor courts and 4 outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Eleven Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $20,000,000 - $25,000,000 

Current Status of the project: The store is operational and profitable. This has been a good store 

for Chicken N Pickle and may lead to further expansion in Oklahoma. 

Chicken N Pickle Overland Park, Kansas 

 

Chicken N Pickle Overland Park was the fifth Chicken N Pickle location when it opened in 

2021. Chicken N Pickle Overland Park has become Chicken N Pickles premier property for 

corporate events. This is fantastic store for Chicken N Pickle from corporate, civil and charitable, 

and as a local gathering spot for the community. In the past twelve months this location has 

hosted over 2,500 events and has had over 450,000 visits. The store sits on 3.5 acres including 

parking. The store is 80,000 square feet and contains 6 indoor courts and 4 outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Ten Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $20,000,000 - $25,000,000 

Current Status of the Project: Chicken N Pickle Overland Park is operational and profitable. This 

store is in a great part of town and the sales and visit counts reflect that.  
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Chicken N Pickle Grand Prairie, Texas 

 

Chicken N Pickle Grand Prairie was Chicken N Pickles sixth location when it opened at the tail 

end of 2021. This was Chicken N Pickles’ first location in a Dallas sub-market. In the last twelve 

months this location has hosted over 1,500 events and has had over 550,000 visits. The store sits 

on 4 acres including parking. The store is 75,000 square feet and contains 6 indoor courts and 4 

outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Eleven Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $25,000,000 - $30,000,000 

Current Status of the Project: Chicken N Pickle Grand Prairie is open and operational. This store 

led to Chicken N Pickle opening another store in the Dallas market with a third on the way. 

Chicken N Pickle Grapevine, Texas 

 

Chicken N Pickle Grapevine was Chicken N Pickles seventh store to open when it opened in 

early 2023. This location has become an immediate hit and is the first Chicken N Pickle location 
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to feature a children’s playground. The store sits on 4.5 acres including parking. The store is 

74,000 square feet and contains 8 indoor courts and 4 outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Eleven Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $25,000,000 - $30,000,000 

Chicken N Pickle Glendale, Arizona 

 

Chicken N Pickle Glendale is the eighth location and first in Arizona. The site is in the West Gate 

entertainment district and is walking distance from the Arizona Cardinals Football Stadium, State 

Farm Stadium. The store sits on 2 acres and has the majority of parking from a cross-access 

agreement within the entertainment district. The store is 67,000 square feet and contains 5 indoor 

courts and 5 outdoor courts. 

Performance Period: Twelve Months 

Total Cost of the Project: $30,000,0000 - $35,000,000 

Current Status of the Project: Chicken N Pickle Glendale is fully complete and will open on 

August Eighth after proper preparation and training is complete. 
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Project Approach 
Chicken N Pickle will be the best option for the Boca Raton Beach and Park District because 

there is an option for every individual regardless of age on the property of Chicken N Pickle. 

Community members love Chicken N Pickle, due to Chicken N Pickles’ ongoing commitment to 

service the needs of charitable organizations and corporations and simply being a fantastic 

facility for a family to get lunch or dinner. Although Chicken N Pickle is a national brand, the 

company has the slogan “Our Hearts are Local” trademarked. The reasoning behind that is the 

company has a goal of making Boca Raton feel like home and that feeling will be reciprocated 

by the Boca Raton community members. Each location has an onsite community team member 

who will work with local charitable groups to donate event space for a good cause, coordinate 

our green cup initiative, and will choose Tuesday night giveback organizations who will receive 

10% of all sales for that evening. 
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Menu  
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Economic Impact Study for Henderson, NV Performed by Third Party Applied 

Analysis 
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Estero Florida and Chicken N Pickle Press Release 
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